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Is there a geopolitical undercurrent stirring tensions in the Solomon
Islands?

Is the Solomon Islands the latest among a swathe of Indo Pacific nations to fall
victim to a broader geopolitical struggle in the region?
Read more

Preparing for spent nuclear fuel disposal
While the Commonwealth begins its 18month review into the creation of a
sovereign nuclear-powered submarine
capability, former RAN officer and editor of
the Nuclear Propulsion Roadmap for
Australia Chris Skinner analyses the
challenges of spent nuclear fuel disposal.
Read more

The must-attend networking event of the year is approaching
The Australian Defence Industry Awards, now held on Tuesday, 14 December at the
ICC in Sydney will provide you with the perfect opportunity to engage with fellow
leaders within Australian Defence and grow your professional network. Buy tickets to
attend now and prepare for a big night of networking, excitement and celebration.
Read more
Promoted by Defence Connect

OPINION

Beijing’s love affair with debt
China loves debt, clearly. While the country’s spiralling debt threatens to upend
global markets, Beijing’s simultaneous debt trap diplomacy burdens developing
nations with crippling repayments and provides China with a backdoor into critical
civilian infrastructure. In this piece, Defence Connect unpacks the looming Chinese
debt threat.
Read more

PODCAST
PODCAST: Unpacking the latest news and insights in defence
Liam Garman, editor defence and security at Momentum Media, is joined by news
editor Charbel Kadib in the studio to unpack the latest news and updates in
Australian defence and defence industry.
Listen now

China’s plan to ‘co-opt’ the
internet

War in Taiwan – Strategy,
characteristics and methodology

The Chinese Communist Party is
endeavouring to reshape norms of
internet usage as part of its push for
global cyber supremacy, according to a
new report.

Over recent years, the United States’
qualitative military superiority has
declined relative to its potential
adversaries. Amid rising tension
between China and Taiwan, what
military avenues can the US and its
allies exploit to defend Taiwan’s
sovereignty?

Read more

Read more

LATEST NEWS
• Lockheed Martin Australia welcomes Conscia to JP 9102 consortium
• Insitec unveils new battlefield connectivity system
• IAI appoints Amir Peretz former Israeli Minister of Defense as Chairman
• German Bundeswehr orders Rheinmetall AGDUS training systems
• The last remaining member of World War II’s ‘Band of Brothers’ has died
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